Emergency Services
Manual Summary
This manual gives you a piece of mind. It helps the care staff to know what to do in case of an
emergency. It includes procedures for missing residents, falls, injuries, seizures, what to do in case
of a heart attack, violent resident procedures, death procedures and basic emergency care and
disaster plans, including fire drills. The use of this manual creates a safer living environment.
Facility owners are required to make sure their care staff knows what to do in cases of emergencies.
This manual was designed as a training tool, so that the care staff left in charge can properly handle
basic emergencies. It is easy to use, and also includes a test, so that the training can be documented,
which will result in the residents getting better care and the facility reducing it’s liability risk.

Confident Staff Know How To Take Care of Emergencies.

Duties Covered
•
•

Training Programs Covered
•

Emergency Service Duties
Fire and Disaster Plans

Emergency Care Training

Features & Benefits
Emergency Fire Aid for
common incidents.
Wandering and Elopement
Procedures

Auto Safety Procedures
Emergency Transfer
Information
Head to Toe Evaluations

Fire Drills
Emergency Disaster
Plans
Emergency Service
Training Test

Added Benefits include:
Emergency Preparedness
Proof of compliance to laws and regulations
Staff Confidence in Emergencies

User End Set-Up:
Used by All Staff to understand the Facility Emergency Service System
Binders in Set: 1 – Emergency Service Manual
Amount of Forms:

Approx. total page count:

ProvidersWeb’s Mission
Our mission is to supply easy to use management tools, and step-by-step processes, which meet
safety and quality standards for most of the care providers across the country.

Updates
Our wonderful ProvidersWeb staff keeps adding to and refining this manual as we see the standards
& needs for the industry change. To get downloadable access to the latest versions of all of our
policies, procedures, forms, from all of our manuals become a Supporting Member of
www.ProvidersWeb.com. If you would like to be a special contributor and want to share
additional ideas that would benefit all, please let us know.

Special Note
We cover what caregivers typically need to do in case of typical types of emergencies, (most
expected emergencies) which could arise in a care facility. Besides the important First-Aid policies,
procedures, vital sign and assessment training, we cover death, violent residents, advance directives,
legal issues, and personal safety and offer many useful links.

Check State Laws and Regulations, Not one size fits all.
This Manual is a basic, yet, comprehensive starting place. This product is not a one size fits all;
rather a one size fits most. We cannot provide a manual that will meet the needs of every individual
resident out there living in a care facility. It is the duty of the care giver(s) to find out needs and
follow standard training and quality care and service procedures needed for their specific
residents/clients.
We do base our standards slightly higher than most states regulatory requirements; however, it is
the duty of the user to become familiar with their state laws and regulations.
www.ProvidersWeb.comT has free access to all the state links & regulations care facilities
commonly need, and Basic Membership is Free. Be sure to read and utilize your state laws and
regulations.

